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Abstract
Scaling Agile Methods in a large complex setup has its own set of challenges. We started with the
problem of visualization, which led us to focus on product ownership and backlog management. The
functional division of delivery teams helped us achieve delivery independence, while the horizontal
alignment at architecture and release levels helped us maintain cross functional alignment. Continuous
process tuning through retrospectives was one of our key learnings. Focusing more on the softer side of
the team rather than the hard estimates, helped us build team commitment.

Background
Walmart has a multibillion dollar ebusiness with presence in multiple countries and across different
market segments. As ebusiness continues to grow, so does the need to improve the scalability and
reliability of the systems. The size, complexity and dynamic market conditions demand the need for
delivering solutions faster. Further, it requires IT teams to build ondemand production deployment
capability. The software solutions are run as multiple projects and programs and may have different
business priorities.
Some of the challenges in running such large scale programs were:
1. to add features and make necessary changes to the software without impacting the existing
systems.
2. to incrementally add new capabilities to the existing system
3. to split the problem into parts that can be addressed independently and yet be aligned, given its
complexity.
4. to switch over to the updated system with no impact and low risk

Key Question and Issues
The execution teams were spread out over multiple locations. This paper discusses the problems and
learnings of these teams with focus on about 20+ teams in Bangalore.
1. Problem: During the beginning of our journey, our dilemma was where do we start, how do we
know if things are working and how do we align everyone on the teams to have the same goal. How
do we present information that is real time, easy to understand, available and actionable?
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Learnings:
Visualization  A good inception point for achieving agility:
○ Know what is happening
○ Let the visualization evolve
○ Separate signals from noise

2. Problem: As we began, we quickly realized after few iterations that to achieve agile delivery, we
needed a well decomposed product backlog. We needed finer acceptance criterias that were well
aligned with both business priorities and architectural feasibility. Who will be most suited to take
care of this requirement:
○ Is it the Product Manager /Domain expert ?
○ Is it the Functional/ System architect?
○ Is it the Engineering team ?
Learnings:
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All of of the above – it is collaborative:
○ Product Manager/Domain expert – They get the big picture, market alignment. Help the
team to establish a delivery rhythm by prioritizing requirements
○ Functional/System architect  They contribute by vertically slicing into timeboxed
deliverable workflows while aligning with the architecture
○ Engineering team  They bring value by detailing the acceptance criteria and questioning
the value that each slice brings.
○ In order to build a workable product backlog the whole team has to contribute.
3. Problem: One of the key challenge that we were facing in a large program, such as this, is to
ensure that teams are executing independently and at the same time are aligned to the
crossfunctional use cases. Furthermore, existing business had to go on and we wanted
incremental upgrades to our programs, which directed us to have an appropriate release plan
supported by the right architecture.
Learnings:
Organizing Release Management was an important learning for us:
○ We divided the system functionally to enable individual teams to stay autonomous for their
releases. For example, the payment service can independently work on their backlog and
release it as per their respective cycle.
○ The architecture choice of using a Service Oriented architecture with ESB provided the
necessary framework.
○ This strategy helped us run multiple programs (both new as well as old) with their respective
delivery cycle while still retaining the alignment required for a holistic user experience.
4. Problem: Having multiple autonomous teams brought agility at project level. It created a web of
dependencies at program level. The situation challenged us with maintaining program level
alignment around  use cases, user experience, technology, tools, etc. It was critical for the
program to establish certain standards and synergy across teams while maintaining their
autonomy.
Learnings:
Building continuous communication channels via:
○ Building working agreements via Program/Project inception  At the start of a program,
stakeholders as well as team members get together to go through all the aspects of the
program such as vision, dependencies, point of contacts, tools, methodologies etc. A
working agreement between various stakeholders is formed to thrash out modus operandi.
This has been huge success in establishing understanding between dependent teams.
○ Bringing “away” user story as a concept to track and manage inter team dependencies.,
○ Tools, technologies, QA methodologies agreement within and outside the team.
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5. Problem: After making initial progress, we realized that definitionbybook templates for
processes did not yield the desired results. Certain practices such as planning meetings and story
points worked well for some and did not work well for others. We could either stick with a process
by the book or introspect the process itself.
Learnings:
Process Retrospection:
○ Retrospectives were good platforms to listen to the voice of the team. For example, some of
the key improvement that came out team retrospectives were:
○ WIP bottlenecks  QA, UI resources.
○ Focus on finishing stories rather than completing task
○ Need for story slicing
○ Experiment with process changes
○ Preponing acceptance test case creation before start of development
○ Establishing early integration with related projects
○ Metrics help connect the dots
○ Tracking carry over stories to tune team’s maturity to consistently deliver completed
stories
○ Relative story points as a means to identify and slice user stories
6. Problems: We observed that estimation planning and tracking was sucking a large chunk of team
energy. We, therefore,introduced story points and started observing velocity variance and other key
metrics.
Learnings:
○ As we went from absolute to relative measurement, planning and tracking overheads
reduced dramatically.
○ Story decomposition was the key to do a better job at estimation. Estimation became a
communication tool to normalize and refine stories
○ Team commitment was more important than hitting estimation numbers.
7. Problem: The journey of adapting agile practices is a huge culture change for any organization. As
an organisation, we wanted to establish a continuous improvement mindset that helps the
team/people identify improvement areas and experiment with solutions.
Continuous Learning:
○ Listen by getting outsidein perspective  Coaches, experts
a. Bringing in industry experts such as Jez Humble, Henrik Kniberg, Naresh Jain to
share their experience.
○ Actively seek different perspectives
a. Hiring external agile consultants to push start agile practices by providing realtime
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coaching to teams.
b. Conduct workshops on story slicing, agile practices, iteration management etc.

Conclusion:
At Walmart, being agile means establishing continuous delivery capability. Scaling this vision
across programs requires ground-up level changes with programs, projects, teams, processes,
technology and tools. Agile practices helps us decompose these areas to get the required agility.
At the same time, maintaining cohesiveness across these areas and focusing on their
interconnections is essential to provide a holistic experience to the end user of the system.
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